
200/300 YARD CENTERFIRE VARMINT MATCHES 
2024 Rules 

For more information, contact Isaiah Thebeau at 573-854-8577, imt1125@icloud.com 
 
 
Any Factory Centerfire Varmint rifle .22cal - .30cal with a working safety.  No magnum calibers 
allowed. After market triggers will be allowed but must have a working safety.  Custom barrels 
will be allowed. No muzzle brakes, ported barrels or tuners. Any scope allowed.  
 
Entry fee $10.00 
 
Shooters may shoot one or both matches 
 
Matches will be 25 rounds per competitor, plus sighting shots. 
Sleeved actions, custom actions, or stocks designed specifically for benchrest competition will 
not be allowed. 
Semi or full beavertail stock.  Stock cannot exceed 2-1/2 inches at it widest point and must be 
convex where it contacts front and rear sand bags, a small flat area on front of stock where an 
accessory rail may be installed will be allowed. 
 
Targets: The targets used are similar to NBRSA 200 yard targets and the NBRSA 300 yard 

target.  (5 Targets, plus sighter target per sheet.) 
One shot per each scoring target on the target sheet. (5 shots maximum per sheet 
on scoring targets.  Unlimited rounds on the sighter target.)  
Competitors will be given 15 minutes per target sheet. 
 

Scoring: 
 

200 yard target has a value of 6 to 10 points plus an X. 
300 yard target has a value of 5 to 10 points plus an X. 
Two or more shots on a scoring target, the lowest scoring shot will be recorded. 
Possible points per target sheet, 50 points, 5X. 
Possible points per match, 250 points, 25X. (Competitors will use 5 target sheets.) 
Possible points for both matches, 500 points, 50X. For a grand aggregate.  
 

Rests: 
 

Front: Must be factory Hoppies, Caldwell, Sinclair, Hart etc., with factory top and 
factory owl ear bag touching the stock. Bipods allowed. 
Rear: Must be factory Caldwell, Proektor, etc., with factory rabbit ear bag touching 
the stock. 
No one piece rest. 
All owl ear and rabbit ear bags must be filled with sand. 
No one (1) piece rest allowed. 
 

 
 


